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Abstract. Extracting light stripe centerline is the key step in the line-structure 
light scanning visual measuring system. It directly determines the quality of 
three-dimensional point clouds obtained from images. Due to the reflectivity 
and/or color of object surface, illumination condition change and other factors, 
gray value and curvature of light stripe in image will vary greatly that makes it 
very difficulty to completely and precisely extract sub-pixel centerline. This 
paper presents a novel method for light stripe centerline extraction efficiently. It 
combines the integral image thresholding method, polygon representation of 
light stripe contour and adaptive center of mass method together. It firstly 
locates light stripe region and produces binary image no matter how change 
gray values of light stripe against background. Then the contour of light stripe 
is extracted and approximately represented by polygon. Based on the local 
orthogonal relationship between directions of light stripe cross-section and 
corresponding polygon segment, the direction of light stripe cross-section is 
calculated quickly. Along this direction, sub-pixel centerline coordinates are 
calculated using adaptive center of mass method. 3D scanning experiments with 
human model dressed colorful swimsuit on a self-designed line laser 3D 
scanning system are implemented. Some comparisons such as light stripe 
segmentation using 3 thresholding methods, the time used and the smoothness 
are given and the results show that the proposed method can acquire satisfying 
data. The mean time used for one image is not beyond 5 ms and the 
completeness and smoothness of point clouds acquired by presented methods 
are better than those of other two methods. This demonstrates the effectiveness 
and practicability of the proposed method. 

Keywords: centerline extraction, light stripe, integral image thresholding,  
polygon representation, adaptive center of mass. 

1 Introduction 

Extraction of light stripe centerline is a key technique in the line-structure light scanning 
visual measuring system [1]. It directly determines the quality of three-dimensional (3D) 
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world coordinate points obtained from images. Light stripe gray image records distorted 
light stripe information which is modulated and scattered by the measured object surface 
and captured by CCD detector. On one hand due to the reflectivity and color of object 
surface and illumination conditions, the gray value of light stripe in image will be 
uneven. On the other hand due to change of object surface curvature and tilt angle of 
object surface to the light plane the curvature and width of light stripe in image may be 
vary largely. So it’s very difficult to precisely and fast extract light stripe centerline. 

In order to efficiently extracting light stripe centerline, three steps must be tackled 
carefully. First is to locate the light stripe region in virtue of the gray difference 
between light stripe (foreground) and background. When gray value has bimodal 
distribution in image series, one can use global single thresholding method (GSTM) to 
segment light stripe region [2, 3]. If reflectivity of the object surface under test is 
uneven and/or illumination condition changes greatly, the gray distribution is uneven 
too, so the GSTM will lose some useful light stripe segments whose gray values are 
not remarkably larger than background’s, and eventually result in losing some 3D point 
clouds. WU Qing-yang, et al. [4] and Zhang Lei, et al. [5] apply OTSU method [6] to 
adaptive compute optimal threshold for segmentation. Second step is to calculate 
center coordinate. Most common methods include maximum value method, 
thresholding method, Gaussian approximation, center of mass, linear approximation, 
Blais and Rioux detector, and parabolic estimator. Although first two methods have 
faster speed, they can only provide pixel precision. Ref. [7] provides a systematic 
comparison of latter five methods and concludes that all of them display performance 
within the same sub-pixel precision range. Ref. [8] indicates that center of mass has 
characteristics of fast speed and high precision. Third step is to calculate the direction 
of light stripe cross-section. Because only along this direction, the center coordinate 
calculated by center of mass method has more accurate. Forest, et al. [9] scan each 
image column to calculate the center coordinate, which can have a right result only 
when light stripe is approximately horizontal. If the curvature of object surface changes 
greatly, the curvature of light stripe will change greatly too, column scanning method 
will result in losing some useful data. There are many references researching how to 
calculate the direction of light stripe. Steger, et al. [10] present Hessian matrix method 
to calculate the direction of light stripe, HU Kun, et al. [11] apply tremendous template 
Gaussian convolution to compute Hessian matrix so that speed up the calculation of 
direction of light stripe. WU Qing-yang, et al. [4] defines several alterable direction 
templates to calculate direction of light stripe. BAZEN, et al. [12] combine gray 
gradient and principal component analysis method to calculate direction of light stripe. 
JIA Qian-qian, et al. [13] applies light stripe contour gray gradient approximation to 
calculate its direction. The existing light stripe direction calculating algorithms have 
some drawbacks, such as calculating complicatedly, time-consuming, etc. They can 
hardly meet the real time requirement for light stripe centerline extraction. 

This paper presents a fast and efficient light stripe centerline sub-pixel extraction 
method which is especially suitable for object surface with changeable reflectivity 
and/or color. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The proposed algorithm is 
developed in Section 2, its experimental results and quantitative and qualitative 
comparisons with other methods are discussed in Section 3, and finally, conclusions 
are presented in Section 4. 
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2 The Proposed Method for Centerline Extraction 

The proposed method for light stripe centerline extraction includes 3 main steps: 
localization of light stripe region; computation of light stripe cross-section direction 
and calculation of sub-pixel center coordinates. 

2.1 Apply Integral Image Thresholding Method to Locate Light Stripe Region 

As discussed above, if the reflectivity and/or color of tested object surface change 
greatly, gray values of light stripe will become uneven greatly too. Fig. 4(a) is a real 
light stripe image captured by CCD camera from a colorful swimsuit model. The gray 
values of light stripe within dash line rectangle are obviously larger than those within 
dash line ellipse. In order to solve this problem and locate whole light stripe region, 
this paper adopts the method in Ref. [14] to segment gray image and produce 
corresponding binary image. 

Let II be an integral image having same size with the original gray image Im×n 
where m is the number of rows and n is the number of columns. Let I(x, y) be gray 
value of pixel (x, y) in Im×n, so the function value f(x, y) in II can be calculated using 
formula (1) 

 ( , ) ( , ) ( , 1) ( 1, ) ( 1, 1)f x y I x y f x y f x y f x y= + − + − − − −  (1) 

The sum function s(x, y) within local square window with center (x, y) and window 
size 2l＋1 in image I can be fast calculated by formula (2). Providing left-up 
coordinate of window is (x1, y1), right-down coordinate is (x2, y2) 

and 2 1 2 1 2 1x x y y l− = − = + , so 
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Finally, through formula (3) one can judge whether a pixel (x, y) belongs to light 
stripe region or belongs to background.  
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Where count is sum of pixels in window, ratio is a predefined coefficient 
and 1ratio < . By formula (1) to (3) one can extract light stripe completely and 
produce a corresponding binary image. 
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2.2 Calculation of Local Light Stripe Cross-Section Direction 

Referring to Fig. 1, the direction n of light stripe cross-section is perpendicular to the 
direction of light stripe contour pq in a small region. So we can quickly calculate 

direction of local light stripe cross-section through calculating the direction of local 
light stripe contour. The detail calculation process is presented in our previous paper 
[15], here only give brief steps. 

Firstly, the contour C of light stripe is tracked in binary image using method based 
on Ref. [16]. The contour C has 3 characteristics: a) contour is enclosed and 
corresponds to a light stripe segment, b) it can recognize light stripe with holes 
automatically, and c) points on C are anticlockwise sorted. 

Secondly, using polygon Pi to represent contour Ci satisfying that distance from 
any pixel on contour Ci to polygon Pi is less than a preliminary distance threshold dth. 

Thirdly, for an edge pq in polygon Pi as illustrated in Fig. 1, providing the 

coordinate of p and q is ( , )
p p

x y and ( , )
q q

x y respectively. The direction vector 

pq
v can be easy computed as ( , )

q p q p
x x y y− − . 

Fourthly, due to direction crossn of cross-section of light stripe between point p and 

q are orthogonal to
pq

v , it can be calculated as 1
pq

−
v

. 

2.3 Calculation Sub-pixel Center Coordinates Using Adaptive Center of Mass 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, let sb be a start point, se be corresponding end point, and n be 
direction vector, a scanning line lscan can be defined. The sub-pixel center coordinate 
can be computed using formula (4) and (5). 
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where sj is on scanning line lscan, 

( )js Inner C∈ represents that sj is 

inside contour C. From Fig. 1 one 
can see that the cross-section’s 
width is changeable. Using formula 
(4) and (5) to compute center 
coordinate can not only acquire 
sub-pixel precision, but be adaptive 
to the width change of cross 
section. 

3 Experiments and Result Analyses 

3D scanning experiments with human upper body model dressed colorful swimsuit on 
a self-designed line laser 3D scanning system [17] are implemented. The 
experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The light source is line-structure red laser 
source. Four pillars make a square, and a scanning head consisting of an upper 
scanning unit and a lower scanning unit moves up and down along each pillar driven 
by servo motor with micrometer accuracy, so the scanning system includes 8 scanning 
units. The measurement volume is a cylinder of diameter 1000mm by height 
2000mm, and the width and depth resolution is 1mm and 2mm respectively. The 
photos from 4 views of tested human upper body model dressed colorful swimsuit are 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The experimental 
setup 

Fig. 3. Photos of colorful swimsuit human model 

Fig. 1. The relationship between directions of 
local contour and cross-section 
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3.1 The Light Stripe Localization Results 

Firstly we compare light stripe localization results using different thresholding 
methods. Fig. 4(a) is one original light stripe image. Due to the color of swimsuit, 
gray values of light stripe are very uneven. Fig. 4(b) is the light stripe localization 
result using OTSU. For this image, the calculated threshold value is 45. The useful 
light stripe region has been localized, but the cross section width varies at different 
position because of uneven gray change. Fig. 4(c) and (d) are results using GSTM. 
Fig. 4(c) adopts threshold value 40; the shape of light stripe region is similar to that 
using OTSU. Fig. 4(d) adopts threshold value 70, light stripe has been broken. This 
inevitably results in losing some 3D point data. Fig. 4(e) and (f) are light stripe 
localization results using IITM with parameters window size = 7, ratio = 0.86 and 
window size = 5, ratio = 0.75 respectively. The shapes of two results are very similar 
and cross section width changes not very obvious. All these demonstrate that the 
IITM is not sensitive to parameters and can obtain good light stripe localization result. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Light stripe segmentation results using different methods 

3.2 3D Point Cloud Model Integrality Analysis 

We indirectly evaluate light stripe centerline extraction results, such as completeness, 
time used and smoothness using 3D point clouds obtained from light stripe images. 
Because we can acquire whole 3D point clouds of colorful model shown in Fig. 3 
utilizing upper 4 scanning units, subsequent analysis is based on point clouds obtained 
by upper 4 scanning units and labeled with (1), (2), (3), (4). With distance threshold 

(e) Using IITM, winsize = 7, ratio=0.86 (f) Using IITM, winsize = 5, ratio=0.75 
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value for polygon representation dth equals 3.0, 3D point clouds after deleting outlier 
noises are displayed in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows results using GSTM and threshold 
value for all images is 40. Due to surface color change, ambient light change and 
CCD camera’s performance difference, there is a lack of points in point clouds, 
especially in dash-line ellipse regions of point clouds labeled with (1) and (4). This 
indicates that GSTM with threshold = 40 can’t extract all light stripe region. Fig. 5(b) 
shows point clouds using OTSU. The threshold calculated by OTSU for any image 
may be different. Similar to Fig. 5(a), some points have not been calculated. Fig. 5(c) 
shows point clouds using IITM with parameters window size = 5 and ratio = 0.85. 
Every pixel’s threshold may be different when using IITM to localize light stripe. The 
fact that there has no lack of points in Fig. 5(c) demonstrates that using IITM can 
localize all light stripes. 

 

Fig. 5. Point clouds obtained by scanning units using different thresholding method 
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3.3 Time Analysis 

The algorithm was coded in C++ and compiled for 32 bits using the Visual C++ 
compiler under Windows XP SP3 and the computer used has 2.8G dual core CPU and 
4G memory. Tab. 1 is the statistics of time and number of processed images. The 
numbers of processed images are not equal to each other for 3 methods because we 
assume that an image is valid only if the light stripe was extracted from it. The 
number of processed images using OTSU is 1696 that is more than that using other 2 
methods. Contrast to point clouds in Fig. 5, this implies again that method using 
OTSU process more useless images, produce more noises, but lose many useful light 
stripe information. The mean time used with GSTM, OTSU and IITM is 3.495ms, 
3.831 and 4.347ms respectively. The standard deviation of time using three 
thresholding methods is 1.493ms, 1.668ms and 1.585ms. Total time is 4987.434ms, 
6497.944ms and 5885.799ms respectively. From these results, one can see that 
although the time used for one image with IITM is a little larger than those with other 
2 methods, due to the number of processed images is minimal, the total time used is 
not maximum. 

Table 1. The time statistics for different light stripe centerline extraction methods 

 Frames of 
Processed 

images 

Min time 
(ms) 

Max time 
(ms) 

Mean time 
(ms) 

Std 
(ms) 

Total time 
(ms) 

GSTM 
threshold=40 

1427 1.683 14.222 3.495 1.493 4987.434 

OTSU 1696 2.785 19.076 3.831 1.668 6497.944 

IITM 
 winsize=5,  
 ratio=0.85 

1354 3.177 14.551 4.347 1.585 5885.799 

3.4 Smooth Contrast of Light Stripe Centerlines 

We reconstruct mesh models [18] from point clouds shown in left column of Fig. 5, 
and apply the smooth characteristics of mesh model to contrast the smoothness of 
light stripe centerline extracted. Fig. 6 shows the reconstructed mesh model results. 
The smoothness of mesh model in Fig. 6(b) is better than mesh model in Fig. 6(a), 
and the smoothness of mesh model in Fig. 6(c) is best. These results show that in the 
process of light stripe localization, method using IITM has minimal influence on 
smoothness of light stripe centerline, at the same time the smoothness of light stripe 
centerline extracted by method using GSTM is worst. These are consistent with 
results shown in Fig. 4. 

 

Items 

Methods 
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Fig. 6. The mesh model of point clouds obtained using different thresholding method 

4 Conclusions 

For 3D digitising of object surface with large reflectivity and/or color change using 
line-structure laser scanning vision measuring system, extracting light stripe sub-pixel 
centerline is key and hard problem, but must be resolved firstly. The method proposed 
in this paper combines the integral image thresholding image segmentation method, 
polygon representation of light stripe contour and self-adaptive center of mass 
together. From time statistics one can conclude that the proposed method can 
probably extract light stripe centerline in real time if we deeply optimize the program 
to improve its run efficiency. From the 3D point clouds and corresponding mesh 
models it is obvious that the proposed method can acquire whole and smooth 3D data 
that is better than those obtained by other 2 methods. Our further work is focus on 
research of 3D color modeling of object surface. 
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